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Free epub What was pearl harbor (Read
Only)
a terrifying attack on december 7 1941 japanese war planes appeared out of nowhere to bomb the
american base at pearl harbor in hawaii it was a highly secretive and devastating attack four
battleships sunk more than two thousand servicemen died and the united states was propelled into
world war ii in a compelling easy to read narrative children will learn all about a pivotal moment in
american history traces events leading up to and resulting from the december 7 1941 japanese attack
on american battleships at pearl harbor which brought the united states into world war ii the new york
times bestselling authors of miracle at midway delve into the surprise attack on pearl harbor during
wwii in a superb work of history albuquerque journal magazine in the predawn hours of december 7
1941 a japanese carrier group sailed toward hawaii a few minutes before 8 00 a m they received the
order to rain death on the american base at pearl harbor sinking dozens of ships destroying hundreds
of airplanes and taking the lives of over two thousand servicemen the carnage lasted only two hours
but more than seventy years later terrible questions remain unanswered how did the japanese slip
past the american radar why were the hawaiian defense forces so woefully underprepared what if
anything did american intelligence know before the first japanese pilot shouted tora tora tora in this
incomparable volume pearl harbor experts gordon w prange donald m goldstein and katherine v dillon
tackle dozens of thorny issues in an attempt to determine who was at fault for one of the most
shocking military disasters in history this title examines an important historic event pearl harbor
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readers will learn about events leading up to the attack at pearl harbor key players and happenings in
attack and the event s effect on society and politics color photos and informative sidebars accompany
easy to read compelling text features include a timeline facts additional resources web sites a
glossary a bibliography and an index essential events is a series in essential library an imprint of abdo
publishing company grades 6 9 a minute by minute account of the morning that brought america into
world war ii by the new york times bestselling authors of at dawn we slept when dawn broke over
hawaii on december 7 1941 no one suspected that america was only minutes from war by nightfall
the naval base at pearl harbor was a smoldering ruin and over 2 000 americans lay dead december 7
1941 gives a detailed and immersive real time account of that fateful morning in or out of uniform
every witness responded differently when the first japanese bombs began to fall a chaplain fled his
post and spent a week in hiding while mess hall workers seized a machine gun and began returning
fire some officers were taken unawares while others responded valiantly rallying their men to fight
back and in some cases sacrificing their lives built around eyewitness accounts this book provides an
unprecedented glimpse of how it felt to be at pearl harbor on the day that would live in infamy this
eye popping large size and image packed book about the infamous sneak attack that changed the
course of history will keep readers fascinated through bold images previously unseen outside of japan
and an authoritative up to date text the shocking event that was pearl harbor unfolds eighteen essays
on the failure of diplomatic efforts by the us and japan between the two world wars the problems that
thwarted diplomacy the possible avoidability of the pacific war the collection serves as a retroactive
study in peace research as well as a study in diplomatic history no index annotation copyrighted by
book news inc portland or a photographic history of the day of infamy gathered from both u s and
japanese sources this volume provides comprehensive information on the bombing of pearl harbor in
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1941 and the differing perspectives accompanying it hawaii 7th december 1941 shortly before 8 in
the morning japanese torpedo bombers launch a surprise attack on the us pacific fleet anchored in
pearl harbor the devastating attack claims the lives of over 2 400 american soldiers sinks or damages
18 ships and destroys nearly 350 aircraft the us congress declares war on japan the following day in
this vivid and lively book takuma melber breathes new life into the dramatic events that unfolded
before during and after pearl harbor by putting the perspective of the japanese attackers at the
centre of his account this is the dimension commonly missing in most other histories of pearl harbor
and it gives melber the opportunity to provide a fuller more definitive and authoritative account of the
battle its background and its consequences melber sheds new light on the long negotiations that went
on between the japanese and americans in 1941 and the confusion and argument among the
japanese political and military elite he shows how us intelligence and military leaders in washington
failed to interpret correctly the information they had and to draw the necessary conclusions about the
japanese war intentions in advance of the attack his account of the battle itself is informed by the
latest research and benefits from including the planning and post raid assessment by the japanese
commanders his account also covers the second raid in march 1942 by two long range seaplanes
which was intended to destroy the shipyards so that ships damaged in the initial attack could not be
repaired this balanced and thoroughly researched book deepens our understanding of the battle that
precipitated america s entry into the war and it will appeal to anyone interested in world war ii and
military history from all strategic tactical and logical perspectives the japanese attack on pearl harbor
remains baffling at best and some find it so irrational as to be deemed insane this investigation into
the seemingly inexplicable motive for japan s specific manner of engaging war with the united states
digs deeply into the politics and circumstances leading up to and surrounding the tragic and confusing
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event why did the japanese begin the war in such a provacative way the textbooks write that their
leaders were desperate because the united states cut off their oil supply leaving them with three
alternatives starve surrender or invade the dutch east indies and take oil fields by force but maybe
there were more than three alternatives something caused this attack to launch in spite of the advice
of nearly every senior navy officer find out what that something might have been back cover provides
a detailed account of the pearl harbor attack and the war in the pacific covers the dramatic events of
december 7 1941 chronicles america s victory over japan and explores the legacy of pearl harbor
includes a narrative overview biographies primary source documents and other helpful features
teaches important dates and facts about the surprise attack on pearl harbor on december 7 1941
based on the latest research describes previously unknown aspects of the japanese surprise attack on
the united states naval base at pearl harbor which resulted in the deaths of more than 2 000
american officers and servicemen and an immediate declaration of war on japan relates the events
that led up to the japanese attack on pearl harbor on december 7 1941 and describes the air attack
and its immediate aftermath this compelling resource chronicles the memorable events of december
7 1941 the day that japan attacked pearl harbor provoking the united states into entering world war ii
readers will see the attack through the eyes of survivors such as donald kirby ross the first wwii era
recipient of the medal of honor and lee embree who took the first air to air photos of japanese planes
and pilots in the attack beyond pearl harbor the ni ihau incident and the assault on oahu s airfields
are also explained on december 7 1941 the course of u s history changed forever with the bombing of
pearl harbor three weeks prior japanese special envoy to the united states saburo kurusu visited
washington in an attempt to further peace talks between japan and america and spare his country the
loss he knew would occur if a war began but as he reported working for peace is not as simple as
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starting a war for more than seventy years many have unfairly viewed kurusu and his visit as part of
the pearl harbor plot editors j garry clifford and masako r okura seek to dispel this myth with their
edition of kurusu s memoir the desperate diplomat kurusu published his personal memoir in 1952 in
japanese describing his efforts to prevent war between the two nations his total lack of knowledge
regarding the pearl harbor attack and what might have been had he been successful in his endeavor
for peace while offering an exclusive perspective on the japanese reaction to the attack however the
information contained in his memoir was unavailable to most of the world save those fluent in
japanese because it had never been published in another language with the discovery of kurusu s
own english memoir his story can finally be told to a wider audience clifford and okura have used both
the japanese and english memoirs and added an introduction and annotations to kurusu s story
making the desperate diplomat an essential look at an event that remains controversial in the history
of both nations anyone who takes interest in the history of pearl harbor cannot afford to omit this
previously unavailable information from their library examines events and japanese naval code
transmissions preceding the attack on pearl harbor to raise new questions concerning winston
churchill s advance knowledge of the attack in this extremely vivid account of the pearl harbor attack
michael slackman takes us right through the course of events he starts by scrutinising the
circumstances and decisions that prompted the attack and left the united states so unprepared
looking at japan s objectives in south east asia the political and economic developments which drew
them into conflict and at american strategic thought the core of the book however concerns the
events of 7 december 1941 itself as seen through the eyes of both japanese and american
participants slackman recounts the experiences of these people and included stories and anecdotes
from over a hundred interviews with survivors his use of contemporary documents and firsthand
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personal accounts presents us with a remarkably intense and detailed telling of the attack he goes on
to examine the aftermath of pearl harbour and all its consequences while it was a short term success
for the japanese the attack led to the end of american isolationism and changed the course of the war
with its central focus on the unfolding human drama and its succinct analyses of the events before
and after the attack target pearl harbor is an absorbing and detailed account of one of the most
significant days of the second world war explores the causes and effects of the battle and provides
first hand accounts from the people who were there including japanese and americans military and
civilian before dawn breaks over the pacific young japanese pilots don the scarfs of ancient warriors
and in the early light of sunday morning an american radarman picks up an approaching air force only
to be told by his superiors that the planes are u s b 27s a few hours later pearl harbor is in flames and
america s naval fleet lies in bloodied ruins this title examines the bombing of pearl harbor focusing on
the events leading up to the attack a detailed account of the attack itself and the effects the attack
had on the united states compelling narrative text and well chosen historical photographs and
primary sources make this book perfect for report writing features include a glossary a selected
bibliography websites source notes and an index plus a timeline and essential facts aligned to
common core standards and correlated to state standards essential library is an imprint of abdo
publishing a division of abdo details the japanese thought process leading up to during and after the
attack that changed the world president franklin d roosevelt called december 7 1941 a date which will
live in infamy early that morning hundreds of japanese fighter planes unexpectedly attacked the u s
naval base at pearl harbor hawaii more than 2 000 americans were killed and the battleships of the
pacific fleet lay in ruins the brutal attack launched the united states into war a conflict that engulfed
the world this account of the pearl harbor attack denies that the lack of preparation resulted from
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military negligence or a political plot Ònothing previously published has offered such a close
examination of japanese strategy an in depth study of the japanese planning preparation and
execution of the attack with particular focus on factors not thoroughly considered by other historians
if at all detailed analyses that lead to a much better understanding of what the japanese did why they
did it and especially how the attack was very nearly an abject failure instead of a stunning success
Ñnaval institute proceedings for seven decades conventional wisdom has extolled the japanese attack
on pearl harbor as brilliant in its planning and execution this masterful analysis topples that pillar of
pacific war history with its amazing depth of meticulous research and analysis this forceful book is
essential reading for anyone with a serious interest in pearl harbor Ñworld war ii the first militarily
professional description of the pearl harbor attack and for those who are serious about military history
and operations it is a joy to read a superb military analysis of the attack not only renders all other
histories of pearl harbor obsolete it has set the bar high for other histories of the pacific war Ñwar in
history at 7 53 a m december 7 1941 america s national consciousness and confidence were rocked
as the first wave of japanese warplanes took aim at the u s naval fleet stationed at pearl harbor as
intense and absorbing as a suspense novel at dawn we slept is the unparalleled and exhaustive
account of the japanese bombing of pearl harbor it is widely regarded as the definitive assessment of
the events surrounding one of the most daring and brilliant naval operations of all time through
extensive research and interviews with american and japanese leaders gordon w prange has written a
remarkable historical account of the assault that sixty years later america cannot forget franklin d
roosevelt famously called december 7 1941 a date which will live in infamy history would prove him
correct the events of that day when the japanese bombed pearl harbor ended the great depression
changed the course of fdr s presidency and swept america into world war ii in pearl harbor acclaimed
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historian steven m gillon provides a vivid minute by minute account of roosevelt s skillful leadership in
the wake of the most devastating military assault in american history fdr proved both decisive and
deceptive inspiring the nation while keeping the real facts of the attack a secret from congressional
leaders and the public pearl harbor explores the anxious and emotional events surrounding the attack
on pearl harbor showing how the president and the american public responded in the pivotal twenty
four hours that followed a period in which america burst from precarious peace into total war a brief
narrative of the bombing of pearl harbor on december 7 1941 marking america s entrance into world
war ii examines world war ii in the pacific including the causes of the war between japan and the
united states the important battles and leaders life for soldiers and life on the homefront and how the
war ended provided by publisher in graphic novel format tells the story of the bombing of pearl harbor
on december 7 1941 and the united states reaction to the event how pearl harbor has been written
about thought of and manipulated in american culture the events leading up to pearl harbor are
detailed and the idea that perhaps this attack could have been prevented
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What Was Pearl Harbor? 2013-06-27 a terrifying attack on december 7 1941 japanese war planes
appeared out of nowhere to bomb the american base at pearl harbor in hawaii it was a highly
secretive and devastating attack four battleships sunk more than two thousand servicemen died and
the united states was propelled into world war ii in a compelling easy to read narrative children will
learn all about a pivotal moment in american history
The Attack on Pearl Harbor 2009 traces events leading up to and resulting from the december 7
1941 japanese attack on american battleships at pearl harbor which brought the united states into
world war ii
Pearl Harbor 2014-05-06 the new york times bestselling authors of miracle at midway delve into the
surprise attack on pearl harbor during wwii in a superb work of history albuquerque journal magazine
in the predawn hours of december 7 1941 a japanese carrier group sailed toward hawaii a few
minutes before 8 00 a m they received the order to rain death on the american base at pearl harbor
sinking dozens of ships destroying hundreds of airplanes and taking the lives of over two thousand
servicemen the carnage lasted only two hours but more than seventy years later terrible questions
remain unanswered how did the japanese slip past the american radar why were the hawaiian
defense forces so woefully underprepared what if anything did american intelligence know before the
first japanese pilot shouted tora tora tora in this incomparable volume pearl harbor experts gordon w
prange donald m goldstein and katherine v dillon tackle dozens of thorny issues in an attempt to
determine who was at fault for one of the most shocking military disasters in history
Pearl Harbor 2009-01-01 this title examines an important historic event pearl harbor readers will learn
about events leading up to the attack at pearl harbor key players and happenings in attack and the
event s effect on society and politics color photos and informative sidebars accompany easy to read
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compelling text features include a timeline facts additional resources web sites a glossary a
bibliography and an index essential events is a series in essential library an imprint of abdo publishing
company grades 6 9
December 7, 1941 2014-05-06 a minute by minute account of the morning that brought america into
world war ii by the new york times bestselling authors of at dawn we slept when dawn broke over
hawaii on december 7 1941 no one suspected that america was only minutes from war by nightfall
the naval base at pearl harbor was a smoldering ruin and over 2 000 americans lay dead december 7
1941 gives a detailed and immersive real time account of that fateful morning in or out of uniform
every witness responded differently when the first japanese bombs began to fall a chaplain fled his
post and spent a week in hiding while mess hall workers seized a machine gun and began returning
fire some officers were taken unawares while others responded valiantly rallying their men to fight
back and in some cases sacrificing their lives built around eyewitness accounts this book provides an
unprecedented glimpse of how it felt to be at pearl harbor on the day that would live in infamy
Pearl Harbor 2003 this eye popping large size and image packed book about the infamous sneak
attack that changed the course of history will keep readers fascinated through bold images previously
unseen outside of japan and an authoritative up to date text the shocking event that was pearl harbor
unfolds
Pearl Harbor Reexamined 1989-12-01 eighteen essays on the failure of diplomatic efforts by the us
and japan between the two world wars the problems that thwarted diplomacy the possible
avoidability of the pacific war the collection serves as a retroactive study in peace research as well as
a study in diplomatic history no index annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or
Pearl Harbor 1988 a photographic history of the day of infamy gathered from both u s and japanese
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sources
The Way it was 1995 this volume provides comprehensive information on the bombing of pearl
harbor in 1941 and the differing perspectives accompanying it
The Attack on Pearl Harbor 2012-01-15 hawaii 7th december 1941 shortly before 8 in the morning
japanese torpedo bombers launch a surprise attack on the us pacific fleet anchored in pearl harbor
the devastating attack claims the lives of over 2 400 american soldiers sinks or damages 18 ships and
destroys nearly 350 aircraft the us congress declares war on japan the following day in this vivid and
lively book takuma melber breathes new life into the dramatic events that unfolded before during and
after pearl harbor by putting the perspective of the japanese attackers at the centre of his account
this is the dimension commonly missing in most other histories of pearl harbor and it gives melber the
opportunity to provide a fuller more definitive and authoritative account of the battle its background
and its consequences melber sheds new light on the long negotiations that went on between the
japanese and americans in 1941 and the confusion and argument among the japanese political and
military elite he shows how us intelligence and military leaders in washington failed to interpret
correctly the information they had and to draw the necessary conclusions about the japanese war
intentions in advance of the attack his account of the battle itself is informed by the latest research
and benefits from including the planning and post raid assessment by the japanese commanders his
account also covers the second raid in march 1942 by two long range seaplanes which was intended
to destroy the shipyards so that ships damaged in the initial attack could not be repaired this
balanced and thoroughly researched book deepens our understanding of the battle that precipitated
america s entry into the war and it will appeal to anyone interested in world war ii and military history
Pearl Harbor 2020-10-22 from all strategic tactical and logical perspectives the japanese attack on
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pearl harbor remains baffling at best and some find it so irrational as to be deemed insane this
investigation into the seemingly inexplicable motive for japan s specific manner of engaging war with
the united states digs deeply into the politics and circumstances leading up to and surrounding the
tragic and confusing event why did the japanese begin the war in such a provacative way the
textbooks write that their leaders were desperate because the united states cut off their oil supply
leaving them with three alternatives starve surrender or invade the dutch east indies and take oil
fields by force but maybe there were more than three alternatives something caused this attack to
launch in spite of the advice of nearly every senior navy officer find out what that something might
have been back cover
The Final Secret of Pearl Harbor 1954 provides a detailed account of the pearl harbor attack and the
war in the pacific covers the dramatic events of december 7 1941 chronicles america s victory over
japan and explores the legacy of pearl harbor includes a narrative overview biographies primary
source documents and other helpful features
Pearl Harbor 2010 teaches important dates and facts about the surprise attack on pearl harbor on
december 7 1941
Pearl Harbor Attack 1946 based on the latest research describes previously unknown aspects of the
japanese surprise attack on the united states naval base at pearl harbor which resulted in the deaths
of more than 2 000 american officers and servicemen and an immediate declaration of war on japan
Pearl Harbor 2015-07-16 relates the events that led up to the japanese attack on pearl harbor on
december 7 1941 and describes the air attack and its immediate aftermath
The Attack on Pearl Harbor 2009 this compelling resource chronicles the memorable events of
december 7 1941 the day that japan attacked pearl harbor provoking the united states into entering
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world war ii readers will see the attack through the eyes of survivors such as donald kirby ross the
first wwii era recipient of the medal of honor and lee embree who took the first air to air photos of
japanese planes and pilots in the attack beyond pearl harbor the ni ihau incident and the assault on
oahu s airfields are also explained
What was Pearl Harbor? 2013 on december 7 1941 the course of u s history changed forever with
the bombing of pearl harbor three weeks prior japanese special envoy to the united states saburo
kurusu visited washington in an attempt to further peace talks between japan and america and spare
his country the loss he knew would occur if a war began but as he reported working for peace is not
as simple as starting a war for more than seventy years many have unfairly viewed kurusu and his
visit as part of the pearl harbor plot editors j garry clifford and masako r okura seek to dispel this
myth with their edition of kurusu s memoir the desperate diplomat kurusu published his personal
memoir in 1952 in japanese describing his efforts to prevent war between the two nations his total
lack of knowledge regarding the pearl harbor attack and what might have been had he been
successful in his endeavor for peace while offering an exclusive perspective on the japanese reaction
to the attack however the information contained in his memoir was unavailable to most of the world
save those fluent in japanese because it had never been published in another language with the
discovery of kurusu s own english memoir his story can finally be told to a wider audience clifford and
okura have used both the japanese and english memoirs and added an introduction and annotations
to kurusu s story making the desperate diplomat an essential look at an event that remains
controversial in the history of both nations anyone who takes interest in the history of pearl harbor
cannot afford to omit this previously unavailable information from their library
What Happened at Pearl Harbor? 1958 examines events and japanese naval code transmissions
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preceding the attack on pearl harbor to raise new questions concerning winston churchill s advance
knowledge of the attack
Pearl Harbor 1941 2001-09-25 in this extremely vivid account of the pearl harbor attack michael
slackman takes us right through the course of events he starts by scrutinising the circumstances and
decisions that prompted the attack and left the united states so unprepared looking at japan s
objectives in south east asia the political and economic developments which drew them into conflict
and at american strategic thought the core of the book however concerns the events of 7 december
1941 itself as seen through the eyes of both japanese and american participants slackman recounts
the experiences of these people and included stories and anecdotes from over a hundred interviews
with survivors his use of contemporary documents and firsthand personal accounts presents us with a
remarkably intense and detailed telling of the attack he goes on to examine the aftermath of pearl
harbour and all its consequences while it was a short term success for the japanese the attack led to
the end of american isolationism and changed the course of the war with its central focus on the
unfolding human drama and its succinct analyses of the events before and after the attack target
pearl harbor is an absorbing and detailed account of one of the most significant days of the second
world war
The Attack on Pearl Harbor 1997 explores the causes and effects of the battle and provides first
hand accounts from the people who were there including japanese and americans military and civilian
Surviving Pearl Harbor 2015-07-15 before dawn breaks over the pacific young japanese pilots don
the scarfs of ancient warriors and in the early light of sunday morning an american radarman picks up
an approaching air force only to be told by his superiors that the planes are u s b 27s a few hours
later pearl harbor is in flames and america s naval fleet lies in bloodied ruins
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The Desperate Diplomat 2016-12-31 this title examines the bombing of pearl harbor focusing on
the events leading up to the attack a detailed account of the attack itself and the effects the attack
had on the united states compelling narrative text and well chosen historical photographs and
primary sources make this book perfect for report writing features include a glossary a selected
bibliography websites source notes and an index plus a timeline and essential facts aligned to
common core standards and correlated to state standards essential library is an imprint of abdo
publishing a division of abdo
Betrayal at Pearl Harbor 1992 details the japanese thought process leading up to during and after
the attack that changed the world
Target 2012-03-31 president franklin d roosevelt called december 7 1941 a date which will live in
infamy early that morning hundreds of japanese fighter planes unexpectedly attacked the u s naval
base at pearl harbor hawaii more than 2 000 americans were killed and the battleships of the pacific
fleet lay in ruins the brutal attack launched the united states into war a conflict that engulfed the
world
Pearl Harbor An Illustrated History 2001-05-09 this account of the pearl harbor attack denies that the
lack of preparation resulted from military negligence or a political plot
Dec. 7, 1941 1991 Ònothing previously published has offered such a close examination of japanese
strategy an in depth study of the japanese planning preparation and execution of the attack with
particular focus on factors not thoroughly considered by other historians if at all detailed analyses
that lead to a much better understanding of what the japanese did why they did it and especially how
the attack was very nearly an abject failure instead of a stunning success Ñnaval institute
proceedings for seven decades conventional wisdom has extolled the japanese attack on pearl harbor
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as brilliant in its planning and execution this masterful analysis topples that pillar of pacific war
history with its amazing depth of meticulous research and analysis this forceful book is essential
reading for anyone with a serious interest in pearl harbor Ñworld war ii the first militarily professional
description of the pearl harbor attack and for those who are serious about military history and
operations it is a joy to read a superb military analysis of the attack not only renders all other
histories of pearl harbor obsolete it has set the bar high for other histories of the pacific war Ñwar in
history
We Were There at Pearl Harbor 2011-08-01 at 7 53 a m december 7 1941 america s national
consciousness and confidence were rocked as the first wave of japanese warplanes took aim at the u
s naval fleet stationed at pearl harbor as intense and absorbing as a suspense novel at dawn we slept
is the unparalleled and exhaustive account of the japanese bombing of pearl harbor it is widely
regarded as the definitive assessment of the events surrounding one of the most daring and brilliant
naval operations of all time through extensive research and interviews with american and japanese
leaders gordon w prange has written a remarkable historical account of the assault that sixty years
later america cannot forget
Bombing of Pearl Harbor 2015-08-01 franklin d roosevelt famously called december 7 1941 a date
which will live in infamy history would prove him correct the events of that day when the japanese
bombed pearl harbor ended the great depression changed the course of fdr s presidency and swept
america into world war ii in pearl harbor acclaimed historian steven m gillon provides a vivid minute
by minute account of roosevelt s skillful leadership in the wake of the most devastating military
assault in american history fdr proved both decisive and deceptive inspiring the nation while keeping
the real facts of the attack a secret from congressional leaders and the public pearl harbor explores
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the anxious and emotional events surrounding the attack on pearl harbor showing how the president
and the american public responded in the pivotal twenty four hours that followed a period in which
america burst from precarious peace into total war
The Pearl Harbor Papers 1993 a brief narrative of the bombing of pearl harbor on december 7 1941
marking america s entrance into world war ii
Pearl Harbor 2017-09-15 examines world war ii in the pacific including the causes of the war
between japan and the united states the important battles and leaders life for soldiers and life on the
homefront and how the war ended provided by publisher
Pearl Harbor 1962 in graphic novel format tells the story of the bombing of pearl harbor on december
7 1941 and the united states reaction to the event
Attack on Pearl Harbor 2013-10-19 how pearl harbor has been written about thought of and
manipulated in american culture
At Dawn We Slept 1981 the events leading up to pearl harbor are detailed and the idea that perhaps
this attack could have been prevented
Pearl Harbor 2011-10-25
Investigation of the Pearl Harbor Attack 1946
Pearl Harbor 2009-09
World War II in the Pacific 2011
The Attack on Pearl Harbor 2006
A Date Which Will Live 2003-08-25
Pearl Harbor 1989
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